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Rock Me Baby Records is dedicated to providing authentic, sincere and unique music for children that

can easily be enjoyed by adults. 18 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, KIDS/FAMILY:

Kid Friendly Details: WINNER PARENTS' CHOICE GOLD AWARD: Part of the appeal of this gently

hypnotic album lies in Tallman's soprano: honey smooth with just a hint of vibrato. The rest is due to the

selection of material which includes both vocal and instrumental cuts. It would be difficult to name a single

well-loved lullaby that has been omitted from this stellar collection. Simple guitar and piano arrangements

(occasionally augmented by other acoustic instruments) set off each melody like gold cradling a diamond.

PARENTING MAGAZINE: "This delicate, lilting collection includes lullabies from Mozart and Brahms.

Tallman's soprano voice achieves a beautiful bell effect on "Lovely Evening" and blossoms in "All the

Pretty Little Horses." PREGNANCY BUYER'S GUIDE 2002: "Lullaby Themes for Sleepy Dreams" is the

more traditional of the two lullaby CDs, with 18 songs including "Rock-A-bye Baby," "Twinkle, Twinkle

Little Star," "Kumbaya" and even "Mozart's Lullaby." Tallman's vocals are accompanied by soft acoustic

guitar and piano. Kids as well as adults eagerly anticipate listening and drifting off to sleep to this magical

music. "Lullaby Themes for Sleepy Dreams" won the Parents' Choice Gold Award, and rightfully so. Rock

Me Baby Records is dedicated to providing authentic, sincere and unique music for children that can

easily be enjoyed by adults. Susie Tallman founded the company in 1999 in order to unite her love for

music with her love for the spirit of childhood. "If parents can enjoy lullabies with their children they will

share a very special time together," said Tallman. "Children are educated by the music they are brought

up with, and these lullabies will teach them about the bond they share with their parents, and about the

warmth of the world their parents will share with them." "Lullaby Themes for Sleepy Dreams carves out a

new path in the market of music for small children," says Tallman. "The album provides parents with a

contemporary way to introduce the beauty and tradition of lullaby.
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